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a b s t r a c t

In the well-known rubber hand illusion (RHI), watching a rubber hand being stroked while one’s own
unseen hand is synchronously stroked, induces a relocation of the sensed position of one’s own hand
towards the rubber hand [Botvinick, M., & Cohen, J. (1998). Rubber hands ‘feel’ touch that eyes see. Nature,
391(6669), 756]. As one has lost the veridical location of one’s hand, one should not be able to correctly
guide one’s hand movements. An accurate representation of the location of body parts is indeed a nec-
essary pre-requisite for any correct motor command [Graziano, M. S. A., & Botvinick, M. M. (1999). How
the brain represents the body: Insights from neurophysiology and psychology. In D. Gopher, & A. Koriat
(Eds.), Attention and performance XVII—Cognitive regulation of performance interaction of theory and appli-
cation (pp. 136–157)]. However, it has not yet been investigated whether action is indeed affected by
the proprioceptive drift towards the rubber hand, nor has the resistance of visual capture in the RHI
to new proprioceptive information been assessed. In the present two kinematic experiments, we show
for the first time that action resists the RHI and that the RHI resists action. In other words, we show a
dissociation between illusion-insensitive ballistic motor responses and illusion-sensitive perceptual bod-
ily judgments. Moreover, the stimulated hand was judged closer to the rubber hand for the perceptual

responses, even after active movements. This challenges the view that any proprioceptive update through
active movement of the stimulated hand erases the illusion. These results expand the knowledge about
representations of the body in the healthy brain, and are in line with the currently most used dissociation
between two types of body representations so far mainly based on neuropsychological patients [Paillard,
J. (1991). Knowing where and knowing how to get there. In J. Paillard (Ed.), Brain and space (pp. 461–481);
Paillard, J. (1999). Body schema and body image: A double dissociation in deafferented patients. In G. N.
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. Introduction

The way we use sensory information determines the way we
ncode it. Separate visual cortical processing pathways for percep-
ion and action are an illustration of this general principle (Milner

Goodale, 1995). On the one hand, there are mental representa-

ions dedicated to the recognition and identification of the input. On
he other hand, there are representations used to plan and control
ctions performed towards the input. This distinction is founded on
n impressive amount of evidence from physiology, psychophysics,
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Eds.), Motor control, today and tomorrow (pp. 197–214)].
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europsychology and neuroscience (Jacob & Jeannerod, 2003). It
as been shown not only for vision, but also for the auditory modal-

ty (Belin & Zatorre, 2000), and more recently for proprioception
nd touch (Dijkerman & de Haan, 2007). Moreover, not only the
epresentation of the external world varies depending upon its
unctional role, but also the representation of one’s own body in
he brain seems to depend on the task.

At present there is an ongoing debate about the existence of
issociable body representations (de Vignemont, 2007; Gallagher,
005; Paillard, 1991 (chap. 24), 1999; Schwoebel & Coslett, 2005;
irigu, Grafman, Bressler, & Sunderland, 1991). Influenced by the
erception-Action model, Paillard (1991, 1999), suggested a dis-
inction between ‘knowing where’ and ‘knowing how to get there’,

hat is between the body image for perception (i.e. judgment
f one’s own bodily properties) and the body schema for action
i.e. information about the body necessary to move such as pos-
ure, limb size, and strength). The evidence provided to support
his distinction relies mainly on neuropsychological dissociations

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00283932
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/neuropsychologia
mailto:m.p.m.kammers@uu.nl
mailto:fvignemont@isc.cnrs.fr
mailto:l.verhagen@uu.nl
mailto:h.c.dijkerman@uu.nl
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2008.07.028
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Fig. 1. Experimental set-up. (A) Set-up during stimulation period. (B)

etween deafferentation and apraxia (disruption of body schema)
Buxbaum & Coslett, 2001), versus numbsense, neglect, and auto-
opagnosia (disruption of body image) (Gallagher, 2005; Head and
olmes, 1911–1912; Sirigu et al., 1991). However, there is almost
complete lack of evidence of a dissociation between different

ypes of body representations in healthy individuals. One way of
nvestigating these different body representations is through task-
ependent effects of bodily illusions (Kammers, van der Ham, &
ijkerman, 2006). The rationale behind this is that the way the
rain resolves the sensory conflict induced by the bodily illusion

s a measurement of the plasticity and flexibility of the underlying
ody representation. Moreover, if the brain resolves this conflict
ifferently depending on the type of task, this is taken as evidence
hat distinct body representations underlie these dissociable bodily
xperiences.

A well-known bodily illusion is the rubber hand illusion (RHI)
Botvinick & Cohen, 1998). In the RHI, participants see a rubber
and that lies in an anatomically congruent orientation to their
wn occluded hand. The rubber hand as well as the participant’s
wn hand are stroked synchronously, creating the multisensory
onflict of seeing a touch that is felt at a different location. This
ultisensory conflict is resolved by incorporation of the rubber

and in one’s own body representation, as well as by relocation
f the felt position of one’s own hand towards the rubber hand. The
eneral idea is that the illusion is based on visual capture of propri-
ceptive information. Proprioception drifts rapidly in the absence
f vision, and in the RHI set-up this results in overwriting the pro-
rioceptive location information of one’s own hand with the visual

ocation information of the rubber hand. On average 80% of partici-
ants report the RHI within 15 s of synchronous stroking (Ehrsson,
olmes, & Passingham, 2005; Lloyd, 2007).

Although synchrony between visual and proprioceptive infor-
ation is necessary for the RHI to occur, this has proven not to be

ufficient. The effect of the illusion is reduced or even eliminated
hen the posture or laterality of the rubber hand is incongruent
ith the unseen real hand (Armel & Ramachandran, 2003; Tsakiris
Haggard, 2005). This has led to the suggestion that prior repre-

entations about the body also play an important role (Costantini
Haggard, 2007; Tsakiris & Haggard, 2005). If this is indeed the

ase, the extent of the RHI should depend on the type of body

epresentation that is recruited by the response.

So far the RHI has been assessed mainly through question-
aires – to investigate the sense of ownership over the rubber
and, and perceptual judgments – to measure proprioceptive drift
Durgin, Evans, Dunphy, Klostermann, & Simmons, 2007; Ehrsson

2

2

g

tual and motor responses for Experiment 1 (I), and Experiment 2 (II).

t al., 2005; Ehrsson, Spence, & Passingham, 2004; Farne, Pavani,
eneghello, & Ladavas, 2000; Lloyd, 2007). The possible existence

f multiple body representations has however been neglected,
lthough it may differently influence the illusion depending on the
ype of task (de Vignemont, 2007; Gallagher, 2005; Paillard, 1999;
chwoebel & Coslett, 2005; Sirigu et al., 1991). In parallel with the
ask dependency found for several visual illusions (Aglioti, DeSouza,

Goodale, 1995; Goodale & Milner, 1992; Haffenden & Goodale,
000; Kroliczak, Heard, Goodale, & Gregory, 2006), and in line with
he dissociation between the body image and the body schema, we
xpected perceptual judgments to be more susceptible to bodily
llusions than actions.

In the present study we therefore asked participants to indicate
he felt position of their unseen stimulated hand by providing both
erceptual judgments and motor responses (please see Fig. 1 for
n example of RHIset-up). We conducted two experiments which
oth involved different types of action and perceptual responses to

nvestigate the generality of a possible RHI task-dependency effect.
ll perceptual judgments are hypothesized to be predominantly
ased on the body image, whereas actions are thought to be gov-
rned primarily by the body schema (Kammers et al., 2006). While
umerous studies have demonstrated that perceptual judgments
re affected by the RHI, it is unknown whether this is true for
otor responses. Botvinick and Cohen (1998) asked participants

o point to the felt location of the occluded stimulated hand and
ound an endpoint bias towards the rubber hand. However, non-
allistic pointing movements display specific properties that differ
rom other types of actions (Kroliczak et al., 2006). Here we mea-
ured the kinematics of ballistic motor responses and investigated
he effect these actions have on subsequent perceptual location
udgments. The latter is of interest for two reasons. First, the gen-
ral idea is that the RHI can arise because of drifting proprioceptive
ignals, active movements provide an update of this proprioceptive
nformation, which is presumed to cancel out the RHI. However, this
as not been tested. Second, if the motor and perceptual responses
re indeed based on dissociable body representations, an effect of
preceding motor response on a subsequent perceptual judgment
ould shed light on the possible interaction between the two body

epresentations.
. Methods

.1. Participants

Fourteen naïve right-handed participants (mean age = 22.9 years, S.D. = 4.01)
ave informed consent and participated in Experiment 1. Another fourteen par-
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icipants participated in Experiment 2 (mean age = 22.7 years, S.D. = 3.67, six of
hom also participated in Experiment 1—These participants were not de-briefed

fter Experiment 1, and remained naïve to the purpose of Experiment 2). Right-
andedness was assessed with the Van Strien Dutch Handedness questionnaire (Van
trien, 1992) (overall mean = 9.96, S.D. = 0.26, where 7 or higher indicates a strong
ight-handedness preference in daily activities). Participants received a small fee for
articipation. The study was approved by the local ethical advisory committee of the
aculty of Social Sciences of Utrecht University, and was conducted in accordance
ith the declaration of Helsinki (1964).

.2. General procedure

The participants were asked to remove all jewellery and nail polish from their
ands and cut their nails short before the start of the experiment. This was done to
eep the visual congruence with the rubber hand as high as possible, and to prevent
nterference of the magnetic field of the kinematic recording device.

The participants were seated comfortably at a chair behind a desk. On the desk
wooden framework was placed (75 cm × 50 cm × 25 cm). The framework had a

emovable board that could be placed either vertically, creating two compartments
nside the frame (one for the hidden right hand and one for the visible left hand and
he rubber hand (Fig. 1)), or horizontally on top of the frame (occluding both hands
f the participant and the rubber hand from vision).

In the start/rest position participants placed their forearms on the table with
alms down, and the index fingers on two marked caps. The right rubber hand was
laced 15 cm to the left of the right arm (measured between the index finger of the
ubber hand and the index finger of the right hand). The total distance between the
timulated right and the non-stimulated left index finger was 46.5 cm. The rubber
and and the left hand lay 31.5 cm from each other and the participants were posi-
ioned in such a way that their body midline was in the middle of this distance. The
roximal end of the rubber hand was not visible to the participant due to the frame-
ork and the visible part of the rubber hand was aligned with the participant’s right

orearm.
In both experiments a marker of the kinematic recording device was attached

o the tip of the two index fingers and a dummy marker was attached to the index
nger of the rubber hand. The experimenter induced the illusion with two identical
rushes during a 90 s stimulation period. Stimulation on the index fingers of the
ight hand and the rubber hand was either synchronous (Illusion) or asynchronous
Control). The direction of the stroking was always from knuckle to fingertip. The
peed and length of the stroking was unpredictable in both conditions. In the asyn-

hronous condition, the difference between the stroking on the participant’s own
and and on the rubber hand was also unpredictable.

After the stimulation period the responses were collected. The general order
f the types of response in both experiments was: first perceptual response, motor
esponse(s), and finally a repetition of the first perceptual response (please see Fig. 2
or time-line Experiment 1).

t
i
m
t
w
t

ig. 2. Time line and hypotheses Experiment 1. (A) First perceptual response, followed by
ovement, and finally (D) the second perceptual response. Hypotheses are in italics.
hologia 47 (2009) 204–211

.3. Experiment 1

In Experiment 1 the perceptual response consisted of a verbal localization task
hereby the experimenter mirrored the felt location of the participant’s two index
ngers. The verbal localization task was then followed by two reaching movements
hereby the target was the participant’s other hand. Finally, participants were asked

gain to perform the verbal localization task. The experiment therefore consisted of
2 × 4 × 2 design, with factors Perceptual response (for the stimulated right as well
s the non-stimulated left hand), Motor response (with four different combination
f reaching responses (please see Section 2.3.2) and Type of stroking (which could
e either synchronous or asynchronous). Responses were obtained for both left and
ight hand in each trial, such that trials were run in one of 8 different conditions.
rials were presented in randomised order and repeated three times, making a total
f 24 trials.

.3.1. Perceptual response
After stimulation the participants were instructed to close their eyes so that the

oard could be placed on top of the framework, occluding the participant’s forearms
nd the rubber hand from vision. Subsequently, the participants were asked to open
heir eyes. The experimenter sat in front of the participant and placed his index fin-
ers on the edge of the framework. Next, the experimenter moved his index fingers
long the edge of the board starting either from the midline to the edges of the
oard, or vice versa. The two starting positions were counterbalanced. The partici-
ant was asked to mentally draw a line from the location of the experimenter’s index
ngers to felt location of their own fingers, and to verbally report when the exper-

menter mirrored the perceived position of their own index fingers. The difference
etween the participant’s index fingers and the index fingers of the experimenter
ormed the dependent variable for the perceptual response. On average the percep-
ual response for the left and the right hands together took about 1 min, after which
he motor responses were collected.

.3.2. Motor response
Next, the participants were asked to perform two ballistic reaching movements.

his could be done in one of four conditions: either twice with the non-stimulated
eft index finger towards the stimulated right index finger (condition 1), once with
he stimulated and once with the non-stimulated hand (counterbalanced; condi-
ions 2 and 3), or twice with the stimulated right hand towards the non-stimulated
eft index finger (condition 4). In order to prevent proprioceptive location feed-
ack from skin contact between the index fingers a small board was placed over

he hand to which the participants were asked to reach. This board was placed
nside the framework directly above the hand (6 cm) to prevent the action ter-

inating too soon. Participants were asked to reach directly with one hand to
he tip of the index finger of the other hand in a single smooth movement. They
ere not allowed to make any corrections once the pointing hand had reached

he board above the target hand. Participants did not see their hands, since

(B) either reaching with or towards the stimulated hand. Next, (C) second reaching
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ig. 3. Rubber Hand Illusion Questionnaire. (A) The 10 RHI-related questions. (B)
ean questionnaire ratings for the Illusion and the Control condition.

heir forearms remained in the framework which was covered by the horizontal
oard.

Finally, after the reaching movements a second perceptual response was
ecorded that was identical to the first perceptual task.

.3.3. Questionnaire
The participants were asked to fill in a Rubber Hand Illusion Questionnaire

based on Botvinick and Cohen (1998) and Ehrsson et al. (2005)) once midway
hrough and once at the end of the experiment. Participants were asked to keep
he last trial in mind while completing the questionnaire. This was manipulated
n such a way that the questionnaire followed an illusion as well as a control trial.
his was done on both testing sessions, making a total of 4 questionnaires (two per
ondition) (please see Fig. 3A for questionnaire).

.4. Experiment 2

In Experiment 2 the perceptual response consisted of choosing one stick out

f 8 that was the most similar in length to the perceived distance between
he participant’s index fingers. Participants were then asked to grasp a stick.
inally, they were asked to perform again the verbal stick selection. The experi-
ent therefore consisted of a 3 × 2 design with three possible motor responses

three different sticks of different lengths were presented) and either syn-
hronous or asynchronous stroking, for a total of 6 different conditions. These
ere presented in randomised order and repeated twice, making a total of 12

rials.

2

s
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s
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.4.1. Perceptual response
After the stimulation period the board was placed on top of the framework

o occlude both forearms and the rubber hand. On top of the board eight sticks
ere presented, increasing in length with steps of 2.5 cm. The participant was

old that one of the sticks resembled the actual distance between his left and
ight index fingers (46.5 cm), and was instructed to indicate verbally which stick
esembled the perceived distance between the two index fingers. There were three
ifferent groups of sticks with different lengths, which were counterbalanced. Each
roup included sticks identical in length to the distance between both index fin-
ers (46.5 cm) and to the distance between the non-stimulated left index finger and
ubber hand (31.5 cm). The difference between the indicated length and the actual
istance formed the dependent variable.

.4.2. Motor response
One stick (this could be either large 56.5 cm, medium 46.5 cm (actual distance) or

mall 26.5 cm) was presented horizontally at the edge of the framework, just within
he visual field of the participant. The participants were asked to grasp the stick at
he two ends between both index fingers. In other words, to grasp simultaneously
he left and right end of the stick with their left and right index finger, respectively.
s the body midline was midway between the rubber hand and the left hand, the
rasping movement was asymmetrical so that the participants could not rely just on
he position of the non-stimulated left hand. This was done three times for each stick
ength. The presentation order of the different sticks was counterbalanced. Finally,
fter the grasping movement a second perceptual response was recorded.

.4.3. Kinematic measurement parameters
Kinematic data of the two index fingers was acquired using the miniBIRD track-

ng system (Ascension Technology Ltd.), with a sampling rate of 86 Hz. To keep the
isual information constant a dummy marker was attached to the index finger of
he rubber hand. Data was low-passed filtered (fourth order Butterworth filter at
0 Hz), after which the tangential speed of the two markers was calculated. The
nset of the movement was determined when velocity exceeded 0.1 m/s, for over
.02 s. The offset of the movement was set at the moment the velocity remained
elow 0.1 m/s, for over 0.02 s. If two movements followed each other within 0.1 s
hey were regarded as one. Only movements with durations exceeding 0.2 s were
onsidered valid. Using these parameters two movements (one forward to the per-
eived target and one back to the starting position) were detected in all trials for all
articipants (checked visually).

The dependent kinematic variables were Movement Time (total time between
ovement on- and offset), Peak velocity (highest velocity between on- and off-

et of the action), Relative time to peak velocity (the time were the peak in velocity
ccurred compared to the total movement time), Mean velocity (the average velocity
etween on- and offset of the movement), and Endpoint error (the distance between
he indicated and veridical location of the index finger in the horizontal plane). End-
oint variance was expressed by the area of the 95% confidence ellipses (McIntyre,
tratta, & Lacquaniti, 1998).

.5. Statistical analyses

In order to investigate the strength of the illusion we subtracted the error between
he indicated and veridical location in the control condition (asynchronous stroking)
rom the illusion condition (synchronous stroking). Two-way paired-sample t-tests
etween conditions were used to investigate the relative strength of the illusion,
hile one-sample t-tests against zero (the veridical location of the index finger)
ere administered to investigate the strength of the illusion for the actual location

f the index fingers. Normality was checked visually with probability plots and using
he Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed), all p-values > 0.40).

.6. Results Experiment 1

.6.1. Questionnaire
Participants completed the RHI questionnaire a total of four times: twice after

synchronous stroking and twice after synchronous stroking. The mean per con-
ition for all participants is shown in Fig. 3B. Results show that for the first ten
tatements, participants only rated the first three illusion-related questions and
uestion 10 above 5 (neutral). The remaining seven statements were included as
ontrol. This confirms the subjective experience of the feeling of ownership over
he rubber hand. The final question shows that participants rated the experience
f the rubber hand illusion to be more vivid, i.e. more intense, after synchronous
timulation (Fig. 3).
.6.2. First perceptual response
The results for Experiment 1 were threefold. First, we replicated the clas-

ic RHI using perceptual judgments (One sample t-test, mean error = −5.93 cm,
(13) = −28.14, p < 0.001) (Fig. 4A, left bar).

It is interesting to note here that the illusion only significantly affected the
timulated right hand, and not the contralateral non-stimulated left hand (mean
rror = −0.15 cm, t(13) = −1.48, p = 0.16).
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ig. 4. Results Experiment 1. (A) Strength of the illusion on perceptual judgments
udgments compared against the actual location of the index finger (zero). (B) Me
ontrol conditions, for reaching with the non-stimulated left hand towards the stim
on-stimulated left index finger (II).

.6.3. Motor response
Second, we analysed the reaching movements made by the stimulated right and

on-stimulated left hand, focusing on systematic endpoint errors, the distribution
f variable errors, and the trajectory of the reaching movements (van Beers, Sittig,
Gon, 1999). Remarkably, none of the above parameters was significantly affected

y the illusion (Fig. 4B and Table 1).
More specifically, the endpoint errors for the first reaching response showed

o significant effect of the illusion for either hand (Paired sample t-test Control

ersus Illusion reaching with non-stimulated left hand t(13) = 1.11, p = 0.29; stim-
lated right hand t(13) = 0.67, p = 0.52), and did not differ significantly from each
ther t(13) = 0.38, p = 0.71). There was a significant overall reaching error towards
he body midline in both the illusion and control conditions (Illusion: One sample
-test mean error with stimulated right hand = 7.6 cm, t(13) = 17.67, p < 0.001; mean
rror with non-stimulated left hand = 7.4 cm, t(13) = 19.77, p < 0.001, and Control:

l
n
p
t
t
t

able 1
ffect of the illusion for the first reaching responses of Experiment 1

ariable Unit Reaching with non-stimulated left ha
Mean

ovement Time ms 4.00
eak velocity cm/s 4.01
elative time to Peak velocity % 2.24
ean velocity cm/s 0.47

ndpoint error cm −0.33

able displays the means for the different kinematic parameters for reaching with the non
re the F-values and the p-values for the Stimulation × Hand interaction (N = 14). The reac
he stimulated right side. Significant illusion effects were found for all perceptual
tance and velocity trajectories for the first reaching response for the Illusion and
right index finger (I), and for reaching with the stimulated right hand towards the

ean error with stimulated right hand = 8.0 cm, t(13) = 16.27, p < 0.001; mean error
ith non-stimulated left hand = 7.6 cm, t(13) = p < 0.001). However, there was no sig-
ificant difference between the control and the illusion condition for either hand,

ndicating a bias towards the body midline independent of the RHI (Paired sam-
le t-test stimulated right hand, t(13) = −1.88, p = 0.82; non-stimulated left hand,
(13) = −1.30, p = 0.22).

Furthermore, there was no significant effect of the illusion (control minus illu-
ion) for the endpoint bias of the reaching responses, compared to the veridical

ocation of the index finger (zero) (One sample t-test; First reaching response; with
on-stimulated left side t(13) = 1.53, p = 0.15; with stimulated right side t(13) = 0.62,
= 0.55; Four types of second response; Twice with non-stimulated left side

(13) = −0.20, p = 0.88, Twice with stimulated right side t(13) = 1.33, p = 0.21; with
he non-stimulated left side preceded by reaching with the stimulated right side
(13) = −1.19, p = 0.25; with the stimulated right side preceded by reaching with the

nd Reaching with stimulated right hand F-value p-Value
Mean

−40.82 0.695 0.420
0.02 1.290 0.277
0.86 0.350 0.564
0.42 0.002 0.962

−0.15 0.040 0.845

-stimulated, as well as the stimulated hand for the first reaching response. Shown
hing was resistant to the RHI for all the measured parameters.
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ig. 5. End point bias of the reaching responses for one representative participant.
he ellipses depict 95% multivariate confidence intervals.

on-stimulated left side t(13) = 0.06, p = 0.96). Finally, the ellipses in Fig. 5 showed
o significant effect of the illusion for the distribution of the variable errors (p > 0.1).
ere we only show the results of one ‘representative’ participant.

In short, the calibration of the reaching movements is impervious to the RHI,
hether the stimulated hand is the goal or the means of the movement. As pre-
icted, there was a significant difference for the felt location of the index finger
etween the perceptual response and the motor response for the stimulated right
and (Paired sample t-test; mean = −5.93 cm, t(13) = −28.27, p < 0.001), but not for
he non-stimulated left hand (mean = −0.02 cm, t(13) = −1.45, p = 0.17).

.6.4. Second perceptual response
Finally, we were interested in the dynamics of the RHI on the perceptual judg-

ent and its modulation by the preceding motor responses. The second perceptual
udgment, preceded by two reaching movements with the non-stimulated left hand,
id not differ significantly from the first (Paired sample t-test t(13) = −1.92, p = 0.78).
hus when participants made reaching movements with their non-stimulated left
and, the strength of the illusion remained the same from the first perceptual
esponse to the second. Hence, when no additional proprioceptive update from the
timulated side was provided, the illusion remained unattenuated. This suggests
hat the passing of time (over this time scale) does not influence the strength of
he RHI. When participants performed a single reaching movement with the stim-
lated right hand, there was a significant decrease in the strength of the illusion
n the subsequent perceptual judgment (mean reaching first with left followed by
ight = −3.33, t(13) = −16.61, p < 0.001; mean reaching first with right followed by
eft = −3.24, t(13) = −16.27, p < 0.001) (Fig. 4A, right bars). This was independent of
he order of the reaching movements made with the stimulated and non-stimulated
and (Paired sample t-test, t(13) = −0.38, p = 0.71).

Finally, after two reaching responses with the stimulated right hand, the strength
f the illusion on the perceptual judgment was further reduced (mean reaching
wice with right = −1.91, t(13) = −5.14, p < 0.001), but remained significantly different
rom the actual location of the hand (zero) (One sample t-test, mean = −1.92 cm,
(13) = −5,14, p < 0.001).
.7. Results Experiment 2

.7.1. First perceptual response
The results of Experiment 2 were consistent with the differential effect of the

llusion found in Experiment 1 (Fig. 6). First, there was a significant effect of the illu-
ion for the first perceptual stick judgment (One sample t-test, mean = −3.46 cm,

s
i
r
b
h

ig. 6. Results of Experiment 2. (A) Significant effect of the illusion for the first as well a
etween conditions. (B) Panel B shows the grasping trajectories for each stick length, smal

arge (L) 56.5 cm. No significant effect of the illusion was found for the grasping trajectori
hologia 47 (2009) 204–211 209

(13) = −10.74, p < 0.001). Second, we again found a significant reduction of the
trength of the illusion for the second perceptual response after movement with
he stimulated right side (Paired sample t-test, mean = −1.72 cm, t(13) = −5.94,
< 0.001). Finally, action did not erase the RHI since the effect of the illusion
as still significant for the second perceptual stick judgment (One sample t-test,
ean = −1.74 cm, t(13) = −5.32, p < 0.001) (Fig. 6A).

.7.2. Motor response
Consistently with the results of Experiment 1, there was no significant effect

f the illusion on any of the kinematic parameters of the grasping motor response.
ore specifically, there was no significant effect of the illusion for the kinematic
etric distance, which consists of the travelled space between the starting position

nd the edge of the framework just before the subject received visual information
bout the hands (Paired sample t-test, mean = −0.001 cm, t(13) = −0.71, p = 0.49) nor
or peak velocity of the grasping movement (mean stimulated right hand = −0.00,
(13) = −0.07, p = 0.95); mean non-stimulated left hand = 0.06, t(13) = 0.89, p = 0.39).
inally, the grip aperture bias was also RHI independent (Paired sample t-test,
(13) = 0.93, p = 0.31) (Fig. 6B).

. Discussion

The present results of the two RHI experiments show a strong
ask-dependency effect. Perceptual bodily judgments are illusion
ensitive while ballistic actions are robust against the bodily illu-
ion induced by sensory conflict. The dissociation is consistent
ith a previous study showing task-dependency using the vibro-

actile bodily illusion (Kammers et al., 2006), and is in line with the
ultiple body representations model, which dissociates the body

chema governing motor responses, and the body image underlying
erceptual judgments (Gallagher, 2005; Graziano and Botvinick,
999; Kammers et al., 2006; Paillard, 1991, 1999). Furthermore,
e demonstrated the validity of the multiple body representations
odel in healthy individuals, by measuring for the first time the

inematics of body-oriented motor responses during the Rubber
and Illusion. The present results are also in line with the immu-
ity of action to visual illusions that has been already shown (Aglioti
t al., 1995). However, further studies on visual illusions have chal-
enged the dissociation between perception and action within the
isual system (Franz, Gegenfurtner, Bulthoff, & Fahle, 2000). One
ossible explanation is that early visual illusions affect action (dor-
al stream) whereas higher order visual illusions do not (ventral
tream) (Kroliczak et al., 2006). Here, we showed a task dependency
ffect for a higher order bodily illusion based on multimodal sen-

ory integration, already found for the (lower order) kinaesthetic
llusion induced by vibrotactile stimulation. Only the perceptual
esponses, and not the motor responses, were susceptible to the
odily illusion. Even though participants did not know where their
and was, they knew how to reach it.

s the second perceptual judgments compared with the actual location (zero), and
l (S) 26.5 cm, medium (M) 46.5 cm (actual distance between both index fingers), or
es for the non-stimulated left hand, nor the stimulated right hand.
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In addition to this dissociation, the present study also sheds new
ight on the specific features of the interaction between these body
epresentations. First, it is interesting to note that both action move-
ents towards the stimulated right hand with the non-stimulated

eft hand as well as actions with the stimulated right hand were
nsensitive to the illusion. If the illusion distorted the underly-
ng body schema, biases in reaching either with or towards the
timulated hand would have been expected, comparable to those
bserved with perceptual judgments. Contrary to some predictions
Frith, 2005), this was not the case. This suggests that the body
chema includes all the information relevant for acting, represent-
ng both the body as the goal and the body as the means to get to
goal. Second, the specific task demands (accurate guidance of a

eaching movement or perceptual indication of a location) deter-
ine the type or amount of input sources that are included in the

ody representation. We suggest that the distinction between the
ody schema and the body image can be accounted for by dif-
erences in the rules governing multisensory integration (Ernst &
ulthoff, 2004). The relative weighting of proprioception and vision
epends on what information is the most ‘reliable’ for each type
f body representation (Welch & Warren, 1986). Most of the time,
here is a dominance of vision over the other modalities. The RHI
llustrates this general principle of visual capture of the felt loca-
ion of one’s occluded own hand and the visible location of the
ubber hand. The absence of relocation for the motor responses sug-
ests that capture of proprioceptive information by vision is only
resent for the perceptual responses. When acting, one rarely sees
ll moving body parts, and one relies on proprioception first. In its
bsence, planning and controlling movements become difficult, as
llustrated by deafferented patients before they learn to use vision
lone.

However, it has been shown that proprioception can dominate
hen it is more reliable than vision (van Beers, Wolpert, & Haggard,

002). Here, we showed that the relative weighting depends not
nly on the property processed, but also on the type of task that is
eing performed. In other words, we suggest that, in healthy indi-
iduals, proprioception is weighted more heavily than vision for
he body schema used for action. In contrast, this is reversed for
he body image used for perceptual judgments.

Our action results may seem in contradiction with some recent
esults. Holmes, Snijders, and Spence (2006) showed that the
ere visual display of a fake hand can affect reaching movements.
owever, there was no tactile stimulation in that study and the
ffect was independent of the RHI itself (asynchronous versus syn-
hronous stimulation). In contrast, we compared the difference of
inematics between synchronous and asynchronous tactile stimu-
ation, and therefore looked at the possible affects of RHI-specific
elocation of one’s own hand.

More surprising is the strength of the RHI on pointing responses
bserved by Botvinick and Cohen (1998). They asked their partici-
ants to run their non-stimulated hand along a small line below
he table top and were asked to mirror the felt location of the
ccluded stimulated hand resting on the table top with the non-
timulated hand below the table top. We suggest that the motor
esponse asked in their study involves different motor subsystems
han the one we used in the present study. The main difference
etween the two types of action is the nature of the non-ballistic
ointing movement versus the ballistic reaching movement. Bal-

istic movements are executed in such a fast manner that there
re no on-line adjustments, i.e. they are executed within a closed

oop (Kroliczak et al., 2006). It has been shown in vision that fast

ovements depend on the dorsal stream whereas slow pointing
ovements involve the ventral stream as well. Neuropsychological

tudies have shown that patients with lesions of the dorsal stream
re still able to make fairly accurate pointing movements after being

E

F
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nstructed to slow down (Rossetti et al., 2005). Consequently, the
otor responses used here recruited the somatosensory equiva-

ent of the dorsal stream (Dijkerman & de Haan, 2007), in contrast
o Botvinick and Cohen’s pointing response. Based on our results,
e can conclude that the ballistic fast actions are robust to the
HI. Another explanation for the apparent contradiction might

ie in the instruction for the pointing responses. In Botvinick and
ohen’s RHI study, participants were asked to point to where they
felt” or perceived their hand to be, relying thus on a percep-
ual judgment. In the present experiment participants were asked
o reach directly with one hand to the other, without referring
o the RHI. As a result, the Botvinick and Cohen’s pointing task
eems to be more a perceptual localization task than a true action
esponse.

In conclusion, fifty years ago, Merleau-Ponty asked, “If I know
here my nose is when it is a question of holding it, how can I not

now where it is when it is a matter of pointing to it?” (Merlau-
onty, 1945, p. 103). Evidence from patients indicated that such a
issociation was possible. Our study argues in favour of the distinc-
ion between body schema and body image in healthy individuals
s well. The robustness of the illusion indicates the stability of
he body image: once triggered, the bodily illusion is maintained
espite evidence to the contrary. As a consequence, our results go
gainst the general view that the dominance of visual information
s explained by the weakness of the proprioceptive signal after a
eriod of rest (Frith, 2005). If this were true, new proprioceptive

nformation should erase the RHI completely. However, in the cur-
ent study it was only reduced. More importantly, this reduction
hows that interaction between these different body representa-
ions is possible in healthy individuals.
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